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Marina Spunta increasing speed of post-industrial societies. While Italian photography and particularly Ghirri's work in the 1980s has been often investigated with reference to a 'shift in the collective sensitivity' towards landscape,3 less attention has been paid to what Claudio Marra defines photography's 'special Stimmung -both implicitly and explicitly -with other narrative forms, especially literature'.4 With this notion the art historian describes the consonance that he detects in both arts' adoption of a lower tone and a more descriptive and minimalist style, as a means of going 'in controtendenza', namely 'against the grain with respect to the increasing spectacularization of the cultural industry at the beginning of the 1980s' (Fotografia e pittura (2012), 249). Like Basilico, Marra argues that at that juncture Ghirri was pivotal in establishing a closer dialogue between photography and narrative literature, and that his example had a long-lasting impact, giving rise to a growing number of interdisciplinary collaborations and photobooks (222) . In this chapter I build on the above suggestions to explore the consonance between Ghirri's photography and a number of writers active in those years who were particularly sensitive to questions of spatiality, visuality and aesthetic experience.5 Far from suggesting a blanket approach that puts forward similarities at the expense of differences, with my analysis I seek to assess the aesthetic consonance between Ghirri and the selected writers and their contribution to renewing photography, literature and the reflection on place and landscape in the 1980s.
In his critical writings Ghirri repeatedly posited photography as closely linked to other artistic languages, highlighting their mutual influences; indeed he encouraged viewers to read his photographs within a broader context that takes into account other languages and arts; in his words: What emerges from the above list of Ghirri's favourite writers is an interest in both classics (such as Proust) and contemporary writers who were widely read at the time, such as Calvino and Handke, or were being rediscovered, such as Benjamin, and a close affiliation with writers and intellectuals with whom he collaborated at length since the early 1980s, namely Gianni Celati -whom Ghirri invited to take part in the projects Viaggio in Italia (1984) and Il profilo delle nuvole [The outline of clouds] (1989) -and Giorgio Messori, with whom, most notably, he worked on Morandi's studios (Atelier Morandi, 1992) . These collaborations had a noticeable impact on their individual works as Ghirri, Celati and Messori acknowledged in their writings. Ghirri claimed to have learnt from both writers an interest in narrations and, in the introduction to Paesaggio italiano / Italian Landscape, he praised Celati for 'adding doubts to my perspective' and Messori for 'his candid way of looking at things'.12 Both Celati and Messori maintained that Ghirri and other photographers taught them a new, more patient approach to looking at the exterior and to establishing an affective relationship with places, in particular with their places of origin Many of Ghirri's photobooks include texts written by writers with whom he worked or whom he admired. 11 Cf. Massimo Mussini, 'Luigi Ghirri. Attraverso la fotografia', in Mussini, ed., Luigi Ghirri (Milan: Motta, 2001), pp. 9-49 (pp. 31-32). 
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Marina Spunta aesthetics and in the work of Benjamin and Handke, Messori played an active yet little acknowledged part in Ghirri's circle of collaborators, making an important contribution to their work on spatiality and visuality. It is against this context that I will now turn to reading Ghirri's work and that of these writers, in order to show some analogies between their aesthetics and their approach to narrating the experience of place.
Challenging the 'vertigo of precision'
In his essay 'Mondo scritto e mondo non scritto' Calvino claimed: 'Perhaps the first thing to do in order to renew the relationship between language and the world is the easiest: to fix one's attention onto a whatsoever, banal, familiar object, and to describe it meticulously as if it was the newest and most interesting thing in the universe' -a method that he declaredly used in Palomar, where he tried 'to make sure that description becomes narration, while remaining description'. 55 It is in these seemingly empty places that for Ghirri, as for Celati and Handke, we can experience duration and re-establish a connection between inside and outside, between individual and collective memory, allowing objects and places to 'return our gaze'.56 In Ghirri's words, his photography focused on '"the exterior", which is not only a classical place of photography but is first and foremost the "place", the landscape, the topographic space that looks at us and that we look'.57 Indeed, in one of his essays he suggests that these places triggered his own Proustian memories and thus, we can infer, appeared to him as auratic, as for Benjamin the images that emerge from mémoire involontaire have an aura, as they return the viewers' gaze and engage them in inexhaustible contemplation.58
The experience of place as vanishing appearance
It is in the places and objects that are normally taken for granted and could appear obvious that Ghirri, like the writers discussed here, sees the potential for a new perception of the exterior and for the possibility of a revelation, an epiphany (Handke), an appearance (Celati), a sense of harmony or pacification with the exterior (Messori) .59 In line with these writers, in order to show that 'nothing is old under the sun', in his photographic work as in many of his essays Ghirri posits his art as a means of 'revealing', uncovering, seeing things for the first time. In the essay 'L'opera aperta' [The Open Work] he claimed: 'I have always felt that photography is a language for seeing and not for transforming, hiding, or modifying reality. I allow its intrinsic magic to reveal to our gaze the spaces, objects, and landscapes I want to represent' (Niente di antico, 78; The Complete Essays, 111). Similarly, in an interview with Carlo Dignola, suggestively commitment to continually rethinking those forms.62 The novel, which opens Handke's 'epic series', stages Sorger's slow homecoming from Alaska to Europe, his reflection on a sense of space, and his continuous search for 'a possible connection' (Lento ritorno, 75) with nature. Just as Handke in Lento ritorno (and in other works) sought to 'reassign a sense to a world that is overburdened with meaning, in order to recover its forms, with all their enigmatic secrets, which continue to become and appear',63 similarly Ghirri with his photographs sought to put forward 'the capacity of the image to reveal the invisible to us -not exposing the unknown or the unseen, but rather discovering an aspect in things and objects that is lost in the depths of our own perception' (Niente di antico, 62; The Complete Essays, 86). 64 Comparing his work to that of Ghirri, Celati suggests that 'my problem in Verso la foce was precisely this: to dismantle the discursive apparatus that surrounds places and recover them to the experience of "seeing", of appearance' (in Sironi, 222-3); 'what I was trying to focus on were the facts of sensorial, visual, perceptual order; and then the main fact that we grasp the aspects of a place as apparitions' (ibid. 221). Similarly in the 1980s Ghirri's photography reveals an effort to recover an experience of places that are felt on the brink of disappearing (a position that, like Celati, draws on Benjamin's aesthetics),65 and an effort to let them 'appear' again to our eyes, or, in Celati All these places and objects are depicted frontally and mostly at a distance, through various framing devices and in different lighting conditions that both draw the viewer in and make them aware of something outside the frame, as in the diagonal light dividing the frame in Parma, Interno della Chiesa [Parma, church interior].
In his essay 'Il mio incontro con Viaggio in Italia' [My encounter with Viaggio in Italia], Messori defines the photographs by Ghirri and the other photographers involved in the project as 'illusions, vanishing appearances', and celebrates the sense of intimacy they trigger in the viewer, despite depicting 'places that are often so common: city or country roads, public gardens and village bars, places that have already been seen so many times and where there seems to be nothing to see' (Messori, 104) . A similar stance emerges in Messori's narrative, and in his essay 'Il foglio bianco, gli spazi bianchi' [The white paper, the white spaces] he argues that the strength of writing in words or images lies precisely in rendering perceptions and making visible again things that we often take for granted. It is indicative that one of the key chapters of Messori's and Fossati's Viaggio in un paesaggio terrestre focuses on Cézanne's Sainte-Victoire, the mountain range that he painted for the last twenty years of his life and which has a clear intertext in Handke's The Lesson of Mont Sainte-Victoire.66 For Handke, as for many great artists, like Cézanne or Morandi, the repetition of a motif can lead to seeing it in a new light and thus to a 'ritrovamento', a renewed finding, or an epiphany. As Rita Felski reminds us, 'Recognition is not repetition; it denotes not just the previously known but the becoming known'.67 Similarly, Ghirri's insistence on depicting the same types of places close to home can be read as a 'ritrovamento', a becoming known (a recurrent word in Ghirri's essays), thus as a means of joining the fragmentary dots of our experience of the exterior and, as in Handke, as a 'remembering that opens to the future' (Cometa, 254), that is far from being locked into a nostalgic past.
Thresholds
All that you see lives only in the frame. Even the sea, how can I capture it without framing it like a picture? If you like, it is like a window through which you look at the phenomena, and you are like a child who has to write a composition describing what he has seen. You look out of the window, but who is actually doing the looking? It reminds me of a story by Italo Calvino that says: it is the world that looks at the world. , thus suggesting to the viewer a way of reading this series. In the text entitled 'Il mondo guarda il mondo' [The world looks at the world] Palomar reflects on the dichotomy between inside and outside -a common topic also in Ghirri's essays -and on the impossibility of reaching an objective view of the world 'leaving aside the I', and concludes that it is the object that calls and attracts our gaze -a position that, as we have seen, is shared by Ghirri and Celati.68 However, if in Calvino there remains an emphasis on the subject (as epitomized by Palomar), in Ghirri there is a repeated effort to find a balance between inside and outside, or, 'at least a balancing point between my own subjectivity and the exterior world', in order to 'leave room for the outside world to reveal itself ' (Niente di antico, 126; The Complete Essays, 170). This balance, which parallels the dichotomy between showing an over-codified exterior and suggesting the mystery of things, is rendered through the image of thresholds, frames or 'inquadrature naturali' [natural frames], a favourite expression of Ghirri's to indicate doorways, windows or grids found in nature, which he repeatedly photographed as objets trouvés (Mussini, ed. (2001), 29). In his lecture entitled 'Soglia' [Threshold], Ghirri quoted architect Christian Norberg-Schulz for whom the threshold points to a 'balancing point between inside and outside' (Lezioni, 152) and defined 'inquadrature naturali' as 'those signs or boundaries within which the space is represented; they are the margins of something, the thresholds which allow us to reach something' (157), thereby suggesting the importance both of what lies outside the frame and of what lies within the frame but at a distance, hidden to the naked eye or covered by buildings, fog or snow, as in Formigine. Ingresso casa colonica. Through this topos Ghirri revealed his commitment to photography as a means of knowledge -a knowledge, that, in line with Handke and Celati, can only translate as an 'andare verso', a movement towards something. This is conveyed, among many other images, by the photographs that open Il profilo delle nuvole, in particular Pomponesco, 1985 (Figure 10.1) , where the car tyres tracks in the snow suggest a vertical movement forward that is negated by the horizontal whiteness of the snow that covers the horizon, which remains invisible. As Mussini reminds us, thresholds or frames do not simply highlight distance, division, but also continuity betwen 'photographic space and reality' (Mussini, ed. (2001), 156) and represent for Ghirri 'the tangible sign that photography is only a portion of space that presupposes a continuity beyond the physical margins of the frame and that must invite the viewer to extend this space through their imagination' (157). For Celati, Ghirri's thresholds 'turn chaos into order' and thus give the viewer a sense of relief; they reinforce a 'frontal view, with a constant balance between all its parts', but also remind us that borders are not fixed but rather evanescent.69 used natural frames as a means of slowing down the gaze and of reflecting newly on the act of seeing and photographing, on landscape as a subject's framed view of a given territory, on the limits of our perceptions and on the infinite potentiality of our imagination. 74 
Conclusions
In this chapter I have highlighted a number of consonances between Ghirri's work and that of Calvino, Handke, Celati and Messori, writers with whom Ghirri shared key aesthetic concerns and who, in a way not dissimilar from Proust (another of Ghirri's favourite writers), challenged both the notion of 'mimetic' representation through photography and writing, and 'the simplistic idea of separating description from narration'. 75 In different yet parallel ways their work is informed by a reflection on what it means to represent or narrate the exterior through images and words and through a bottom-up approach that, in line with Benjamin's aesthetics and with Luciano Anceschi's neo-phenomenological approach to philosophy that was put forward in those years, sought to challenge preconceived ideas and schemata and to rediscover 'marginal' objects and places, and those traces of a past that in the 1980s was felt to be swiftly vanishing behind an increasingly fast, consumerist, mediatic world. Like Ghirri's photography, these writers' work stems from a dialectic coexistence between disrupting an over-codified world and an opening to the exterior that assumes the possibility to perceive things anew without seeking to exhaust their meaning, a temptation that perhaps still lurks behind the primacy of visibility in Calvino's fiction. In this, their approach can be read in line with recent theoretical reappraisals of literature, such as Rita Felski's neo-phenomenological manifesto Uses of Literature, which argues for a rediscovery of enchantment and epiphany alongside an analytical approach, indeed for a 'co-dependence of mimesis and magic, of enlightenment and enchantment' (133).
In the essay 'Il foglio bianco, gli spazi bianchi', Messori refers to a note in Handke's diary: 'avoid thinking through language, remain with things and their splendour' and concludes that 'writing […] can give new evidence to the world, perhaps contributing to giving sense to one's life'. If for Handke 'there are rare moments when spaces become narratable' (Intervista, 37), for Ghirri photography still affords one the chance to seize vanishing moments and to narrate the exterior afresh:
Through a continuous practice not to consider anything insignificant, in these years photography has taught me to look at the outside world and to see a point in space, a moment in life, as well as a slight change in lighting, as possibilities for a new perception. The act of photography is for me like observing the world in an adolescent state; it daily renews my wonder. It is a practice that turns upside down the saying of the Ecclesiastes: there is nothing old under the sun. (Niente di antico, 296)
Despite the growing awareness in the 1980s that shared and lived experience (Erfahrung) was rapidly losing value,76 an aesthetic position that is underpinned by a line of theoretical thinking which draws, among others, on Benjamin's idea of the vanishing of experience and of 'aura' (or aesthetic experience) in modernity, in line with the chosen writers Ghirri's photography both addressed the current loss of 'authenticity' by focusing on representations of representations and at the same time conveyed a continuing faith in the possibility to narrate the exterior, namely to 'evoke, describe, reinvent a place' through memory and imagination, thus positing the experience of place as duration and as 'auratic', namely inexhaustible.
